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GRADE 5: Materials 2 

Making things by changing materials 

About this unit 
This unit is the second of four units on materials 
for Grade 5.  

The unit is designed to guide your planning and 
teaching of lessons on physical processes. It 
provides a link between the standards for 
science and your lesson plans. 

The teaching and learning activities should help 
you to plan the content and pace of lessons. 
Adapt the ideas to meet the needs of your class. 
For extension or consolidation activities, look at 
the scheme of work for Grade 6 and Grade 3. 

You can also supplement the activities with 
appropriate tasks and exercises from your 
school’s textbooks and other resources. 

Introduce the unit to students by summarising 
what they will learn and how this builds on earlier 
work. Review the unit at the end, drawing out the 
main learning points, links to other work and ‘real 
life’ applications. 

Previous learning 
To meet the expectations of this unit, students should able to identify 
different kinds of materials and classify them according to their differing 
physical properties and the use we make of them. 
 

Expectations 
By the end of the unit, students classify the ways we change materials as 
temporary or permanent changes and give examples. 

Students who progress further gain practical insights into a variety of 
ways in which we use physical and chemical changes to make new 
materials. 

Resources 
The main resources needed for this unit are: 
• home economics facilities in a corner of the classroom 
• food ingredients according to the activities chosen 
• everyday materials according to the activities chosen 
• simple equipment for testing strength (e.g. the bottom part of a plastic 

bottle suspended from the object by string and filled with water or sand) 
• rulers, weighing scales 
 

Key vocabulary and technical terms 
Students should understand, use and spell correctly: 
• classify 
• change, temporary, permanent 
• contrasting words that describe properties of materials, such as: 

hard / soft; metals / non-metals, edible / inedible, flexible / brittle, 
heavy / light, strong / weak 

• process words, such as: spin, weave, hammer, shape, grind, cook, bake 
• classes of materials, such as: glass, ceramic, metal, fibre, fabric, plastic, 

metal 
• natural, synthetic 
 

UNIT 5M.2 
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Standards for the unit 

10 hours 
 SUPPORTING STANDARDS  CORE STANDARDS 

Grade 5 standards 
 EXTENSION STANDARDS 

4.11.1 Know that there are three states of 
matter – solid, liquid and gas – and 
that each state of matter has 
particular characteristics. 

5.10.1 Give examples of ways in which we change materials: for example, 
cooking, firing clay, setting cement. Know that these changes are 
permanent. 

5.10.2 Describe the differences between the 
substances before and after a 
permanent change. 

 5.10.3 Give examples of the ways we can change material temporarily: for 
example, making objects out of clay without firing, dissolving table salt, 
melting a candle. 

5.10.4 Describe the differences in 
substances before and after a 
temporary change and know how the 
change can be reversed. 

 5.10.5 Classify common changes as temporary or permanent.  

 

6.12.1 Distinguish between reversible and 
irreversible changes and know that 
reversible ones are physical and 
irreversible ones involve chemical 
changes in which new substances are 
formed. 

  6.12.3 Know that heating can bring about 
temporary, physical, changes in some 
materials and permanent, chemical, 
changes in others. Distinguish 
between heating and burning. 
 

2 hours 

Different kinds of 
materials 
 

3 hours  

Changing 
materials in the 
kitchen 
 

5 hours 

Changing 
materials 

 5.2.3 Classify observations according to shared characteristics and make  
generalised conclusions from them.  
 

 

Unit 5M.2 
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Activities 

Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 

Introduction – exhibition of materials 
As an introduction to this session, create an exhibition of different materials that we use 
commonly in our lives. Ask students to assist you by binging things from home. The kinds of 
materials that are useful for this exhibition (which you will use as examples in this unit) are: 
• common objects made mainly out of metals (e.g. coins, cutlery, pans); 
• common objects made mainly out of plastic and synthetic fibres; 
• common objects made mainly out of glass (e.g. jam jars, mirrors); 
• common objects made mainly out of natural materials such wood (paper), leather, bone, 

cotton and wool cloth; 
• objects that have been fired (e.g. ceramic pots, bricks) and objects made of cement; 
• some objects that are made of a mixture of different materials (e.g. electrical goods) 
• materials such as those we use for cooking and also the cooked products. 

Try to include in the exhibition a number of materials that occur naturally and have not been 
changed significantly other than physically (e.g. leather objects, wood, cotton wool, unspun 
wool, baskets made from leaves or wood). 

 

 

Use this column to note 
your own school’s 
resources, e.g. 
textbooks, worksheets. 

 

2 hours 

Different kinds of 
materials 
Give examples of ways in 
which we change materials: 
for example, cooking, firing 
clay, setting cement. Know 
that these changes are 
permanent. 

Classify observations 
according to shared 
characteristics and make 
generalised conclusions from 
them.  

 

Classifying materials 
Recall work done on classifying (grouping) materials in earlier years. Ask for different ways in 
which the collection might be classified. Write the suggestions on the board or OHP. Encourage 
students to think about classifying according to use as well as according to the kind of material. 
Possible suggestions of ways of classifying the objects include: 
• materials that are edible and those that are not; 
• materials that are natural and those that are synthetic; 
• metals and non-metals; 
• materials that are flexible and those that are brittle. 

Organise students into groups and ask each group to carry out a different classification of the 
materials in the exhibition. Tell them to write their results in the form of a table. Then show them 
how to make a two-way classification table so that they can combine two classifications (e.g. 
edible / inedible as rows and natural / changed as columns). 

Ask some groups to present examples of their classifications to the rest of the class; encourage 
constructive discussion of the work. 

 
Enquiry skills 5.1.2, 5.2.3 
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Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 

Kinds of change 
Ask the class to think about what the different materials in the exhibition are made from and 
what kinds of changes they have undergone in the process of making them. The purpose of this 
is to begin thinking about different kinds of change and, in particular, distinguishing between 
changes that involve physical processes and those that involve chemical processes. In the first, 
the original material is still present but looks different, whereas in the second the original 
material is no longer present; it has changed completely into something else and cannot be 
changed back. It is, however inadvisable to use the words ‘physical’ and ‘chemical’ to classify 
change at this stage, except with the most advanced students. 

Select certain objects from the exhibition and ask first whether they are natural or are made out 
of natural things that have been changed (synthetic). If the object is not natural, ask them if they 
know anything about what it is made from and how it is made. You will probably elicit from them 
processes such as: 
• grinding up or cutting up; 
• spinning and weaving; 
• heating chemicals/substances together; 
• heating up in a furnace or a fire; 
• hammering and shaping; 
• cooking. 

You will be able to add to this list by describing some processes that the class may be unaware 
of, such as dissolving in water, filtering if necessary, and then allowing the water to evaporate, 
in the processes used to purify sugar and salt. 

List all these processes on the board or OHP and then ask students if they think that the original 
substance is still there but looks different (as in cotton material or salt solution) or whether they 
think that the original substance has changed completely (as in a metal spoon or a pottery cup). 

Ask students to make another table that contains two columns: one for materials that are made 
of a natural substance that has not changed but looks different, and other where the natural 
substance has been completely changed. 

Encourage discussions about materials that they are not sure about (e.g. paper or polythene).  
 

  

3 hours  

Changing materials in the 
kitchen 
Give examples of ways in 
which we change materials: 
for example, cooking, firing 
clay, setting cement. Know 
that these changes are 
permanent 

[continued] 

Changes in the kitchen 
This topic allows the class to carry out a number of activities that are common in the kitchen and 
to consider, as they are carrying out the change, whether it is temporary (i.e. the substance has 
just changed its appearance or can be easily changed back) or permanent (i.e. the substance is 
permanently changed to something new). 

Allow each group to perform a number of activities and at the end think about the changes that 
have taken place in each. Tell them to write down in a table every change that occurred and 
whether they think the change is temporary or permanent. The organisation of the activities is 
left to you; the groups could all do the same activity or they could work round a circus of 
activities set up at different stations in the classroom. Some activities are simple and quick, 
others are longer. You may prefer to substitute some of these activities with your own. 

 

Enquiry skills 5.1.2, 5.3.2 

Safety: Many of the products of this unit may be 
eaten It is important that they must be prepared 
hygienically in a part of the classroom set aside 
for cooking. 
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Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 

[continued] 

Give examples of the ways 
we can change material 
temporarily: for example, 
making objects out of clay 
without firing, dissolving table 
salt, melting a candle. 

Classify common changes as 
temporary or permanent.  

 

Dissolving salt 

Dissolve some salt in a little water. Leave the cup on a windowsill and look at it each day. 

Making tea 

Make a cup of tea, adding sugar if you wish. You could leave a little tea in a cup on the 
windowsill to see what happens when the water evaporates. 

Poaching an egg 

Note the changes that happen when the egg cooks. Are these temporary or permanent? 

Making flour from wheat grain 

Grind up some wheat to make flour. Think about whether the substances the wheat is made of 
have changed or not. This flour could then be used for cooking. 

Making bread, cake or biscuits 

This process involves many changes both before and during the cooking. 

Making a lemon juice drink 

Squeeze lemons, add water and sugar to taste. 

Making a lemon juice lollipop 

Make a lollipop from the lemon juice. 
 

  

5 hours 

Changing materials 
Give examples of ways in 
which we change materials: 
for example, cooking, firing 
clay, setting cement. Know 
that these changes are 
permanent 

Give examples of the ways 
we can change material 
temporarily: for example, 
making objects out of clay 
without firing, dissolving table 
salt, melting a candle. 

Classify common changes as 
temporary or permanent.  

 

Introduction 
This topic allows students to conduct a number of simple projects that involve changing the 
properties of some common materials and devising investigations to test the products. This 
section is not written as a particular sequence of ideas but as a source of activities from which 
you can choose and develop ones that are best suited to the class. As with the previous topic, 
the teaching method is left to you; the groups could all do the same activity or they could work 
round a circus of activities set up at different stations in the classroom. 

Impress on students the importance, in each activity, of comparing the materials before and 
after the change to determine whether the material of the product is the same as the starting 
material but in a different form, or whether a new material has been made. 

Although all the activities should be done by students, you may need to do some demonstrations 
or provide a diagrammatic scheme for students to follow. Help the groups as necessary.  

Making newspaper stronger 

Test the strength of a sheet of newspaper. A student could hold each end and pull. Then roll the 
sheet into a tight tube and try the test again. 

Beating leather 

Give the groups a small piece of hard leather and ask them to beat it thoroughly with a rubber-
headed hammer. Note the changes. 

 

Enquiry skills 5.1.1, 5.3.2 
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Objectives Possible teaching activities Notes School resources 

Spinning cotton or wool 

Challenge the groups to devise a fair test to test the strength of cotton wool or unspun sheep’s 
wool. Then ask them to spin the wool or cotton manually into a tight thread and test it again. 
What is the difference? 

Making a rope out of used polythene bags 

Set the class a challenge. Ask them to make a piece of rope, not less than 1 m long, from five 
standard polythene bags. Devise, with the class, a fair test for the rope. Award a small prize to 
the group that makes the strongest rope. 

What can we make from nylon tying material? 

Flat nylon tape is frequently used around large boxes or pallets of bricks to secure them during 
transit. Obtain some lengths of these that have been discarded after use and challenge 
students to make something useful out of them. 

Making and testing concrete 

Concrete is made from a mixture of cement, sand and water. Cast small concrete beams using 
standard cardboard moulds (try dimensions such as 3 cm × 2 cm × 20 cm) and challenge 
students to devise a standard way of testing them (possibly by hanging masses from the beam 
as it bridges a gap). Try different concrete mixtures, varying from, say, 1:1 to 10:1 
sand : cement. An added dimension could be introduced by making composite concrete beams 
that have strips of wire or strips of nylon tie material in them. 

Give students magnifying glasses and ask them if they can see any changes taking place in the 
concrete as it dries. 

   

Making and testing clay bricks 

Make small clay bricks using the same modelling clay from which pots are made. They can be 
baked dry in the sun. If the school has clay firing facilities, fire some of them. If not, obtain some 
commercially made clay bricks or tiles for testing. 

Challenge students to devise a fair method for testing the clay bricks before drying, after drying 
and after baking. A simple test would be to drop a large nail on to them, point first, from a 
standard height and compare the marks made or the extent of the damage. 

Making paper 

Find some instructions on the Internet for making hand-laid paper easily. Common processes 
usually involve making a wet pulp from waste paper (e.g. newspaper) and blending it in a 
kitchen blender until it is smooth and then hand-laying the paper. Ink or dye can be added to 
give the paper a colour. Different starting materials, or interesting additives, can be tried and the 
pulping time varied to give a different product. Encourage students to use the paper for art work 
and to make displays. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Safety: Do not allow students to use a kitchen 
blender. 

Details of the construction of simple paper-laying 
equipment (called a board and deckle) can be 
found on the Internet or in published teacher 
guides; the equipment can be bought from 
school apparatus suppliers. 
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Assessment 

 Examples of assessment tasks and questions Notes School resources 

Complete this crossword. 

Clues across 
1 When clay is placed in a _________, it goes hard. 

4 When leather is beaten it becomes _________ and bends easily. 

5 A soft material that pots are made from. 

6 Materials for shopping bags must be strong and _________. 

7 Before wool can be made into clothes it must be spun into a _________. 

8 Steel is useful for making nails because it is very _________. 

Clues down 
1 Materials that are _________, bend easily. 

2 A material that is strong and shiny and feels cold. 

3 This material is useful for shopping bags. 

5 After _________ is spun into a thread it is much stronger. 

Simple crosswords like this help with mastering 
English as well as the science. 
 

 
 

Answers  
Across  1 fire; 4 soft; 5 clay; 6 light; 7 thread; 
8 strong 

Down  1 flexible; 2 metal; 3 polythene; 4 cotton 

 Assessment 
Set up activities that allow 
students to demonstrate what 
they have learned in this unit. 
The activities can be provided 
informally or formally during 
and at the end of the unit, or 
for homework. They can be 
selected from the teaching 
activities or can be new 
experiences. Choose tasks 
and questions from the 
examples to incorporate in 
the activities. 

A flow chart can show how common things are made. This flow chart shows how newspaper is 
made from wood. Make flow charts to show the following processes. 

a. How a cotton blouse is made starting from a cotton plant. 

b. How a pair of leather shoes is made starting from a cow. 

c. How a car is made starting from iron ore. 

d. How a polythene bag is made starting from natural gas. 

e. How a cake is made from wheat seeds. 

f. How a cup is made from clay. 
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